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Let us iron out at least
one wrinkle in your busy life
Easy to use LED

Safety lock for transporting

Easy to carry, easy to store

Safety Features Provide Peace of Mind
The Elnapress Opal features several safety features to keep your home safe. An electronic buzzer will
sound if the Elnapress is left closed for more than 10 seconds and the electricity is automatically cut off.
The electricity is re-stored as soon as the Elnapress is opened again.With an automatic permanent shut
off after 15 minutes of idleness, you will never run the risk of leaving the Elnapress Opal on accidentally.
The built-in safety lock, designed to lock the two handles together, makes transporting and storing safe
and easy.
The Elnapress Opal is Swiss made and is virtually maintenance free! It is energy efficient, and comes with a
complete instruction manual and video to show you how to maximise your results.

Guarantee
The Elnapress trademark is known world wide. Millions of people have chosen Elna for its quality,
performance and reliability. Expert services are provided by authorised Elnapress professionals.

www.elna.com
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Taking a load
off your mind

Delicate knits are easy to handle

No sagging, no unwanted wrinkles

Attach elegant rhinestones and
fun patches

Take some time and think about all the little things
that put demands on your precious time. How long a
list did you make ? Is ironing on your list ? And, where
does it fit in on that list ? Let us introduce you to the
Elnapress Opal - it will surely help you cross one
chore off your list.

The Elnapress Opal also comes with special features
such as the Vap-O-Jet and an integrated sleeve board.
The Vap-O-Jet will give you the benefits of steam using
regular tap water.The sleeve board simply pivots into
place and will help you iron difficult to reach areas
and small items such as children’s clothing.

The Elnapress Opal will literally cut your ironing time
in half and take the drudgery out of ironing.With its
large heating shoe and 45 kilos (100 pounds) of
automatic pressure, the Elnapress Opal can iron a
shirt in under one minute and press through three
to four layers in one go.The special design of the
ironing board allows you to manage everything
from large flat items to fitted and time consuming
garments, quickly, easily, effortlessly.

With a bit of steam, the perfect temperature setting
and automatic pressure, the Elnapress Opal will
press professional creases into your trousers ; it will
touch up pleats and jackets ; it will handle all your
special fabrics from hand knits to velvets ; and, it will
transfer decorative patterns or rhinestones without
a hitch.
The Elnapress Opal will not leave shiny marks
on fabrics, it will not add extra wear and tear to
clothes, and it will not push cotton knits along like
a hand iron leaving the bottom sagging.

Temperature control is at your fingertips. Move
from a low temperature setting such as silk to a high
temperature setting like cotton. Use the Elnapress
Opal comfortably seated at any table.Then, just close
it and store conveniently.

Press a shirt in under a minute

Place sleeve cuffs on Sleeve Board

Iron several layers with ease

Pay attention to details

Produce professional creases with
steam

